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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Vertical double-diffused (VD) metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) field-
effect-transistor (FET), or VO MOSFET, Is an awkward, Intimidating name, but

It succinctly describes the structure and operation of a very useful solid state
device. First developed In the early 1980s, VD MOSFETs (also called power
MOSFETs) have become widely used in the electronic Industry due to their

ability to switch large currents at high frequencies (10-100 kHz) and because
of their thermal ruggedness.Ye, VD MOSFETs are particularly useful In both
space and military applications because they allow engineers to design power
supplies that work at high frequencies; with higher power supply frequencies
the size of the transformers, and therefore the weight of the systems, can be

reduced significantly.

(Space-based systems operate In a cosmic radiation environment, and

military radiation-hardness specifications must be satisfied; therefore, the

effect of radiation on the operating characteristics of devices to be used In

either application must be well known. The MOSFET structure is resistant to
neutron damage at normally encountered fluences; however, they are

sensitive to gamma radiation. Designers are primarily Interested in knowing
the effect of gamma radiation on the threshold voltage (VTH) and breakdown
voltage (VBD) of MOSFETs. These two parameters are very important because,

if they change, the behavior of a rOSFET in a circuit can change drastically.

As a crude analogy, a MOSFET can be considered the electrical

counterpart of an electrically controlled gate valve. It Is reasonable to
assume that applying some small voltage to the gate accomplishes nothing. At

a gate voltage above some cut-off level (VTH), the valve begins to open

slightly. At gate voltages above the cut-off level, increasing the gate voltage
opens the valve farther and increases the flow through the valve up to a point.
Above some level of gate voltage, the gate is completely open and flow has

achieved a maximum value. Increasing the gate voltage beyond this point

. -%- . ,%-%- . - , -=-'% " .' = .' - - . ', % . % .. *-2'%..A.•.. -. , .. =.. -' "., --. % '. '.
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causes no change In the flow through the valve. In the case of a MOSFET, the
flow through the valve corresponds to the electrical current which flows

through the MOSFET.

In order to "model" the breakdown voltage, we must assume that this
valve has some maximum pressure that It can withstand. At pressures

-- exceeding this maximum, the gate of the valve will fail, allowing an
unrestricted flow through the valve. The MOSFET analog of the pressure
against the gate Is the drain-source voltage (the drain and source are the
Input and output of a MOSFET) and the maximum pressure the valve can

withstand corresponds to VBD.

It Is now easy to see how a change in VTH or VBD c?,n change the

performance of a circuit. If VTH decreases, the MOSFET may turn on sooner

than it is supposed to. In some cases, VTH can decrease to the point where
the MOSFET is always turned on. Another possibility is that VTH increases. If
so, it is possible that the MOSFET will not turn on when signaled to do so. An
increase in VBD will have a negligible effect on the operation of the MOSFET. A
decrease in VBD, however, can have catastrophic results. Frequently,
MOSFETs are uc3d to switch the current in a circuit on and off. If VBD

decreases below the applied drain-source voltage, the MOSFET will not be able
to turn the current off.

Past research has attempted to Identify how gamma radiation affects the

breakdown voltage and the threshold voltage of VD MOSFETs In general. 2 - 5

Although there have been many models proposed to predict the results of
Irradiating specific FETs, 2- 5 it has been shown that small manufacturing
differences of two similar FETs can cause a significant difference in the effect

of radiation on the devices.6 These complications have defeated the attempts
to develop a general analytical model.

.5.. There has been a lot of earlier research on the effects of gamma
radiation on threshold voltage of power MOSFETs, 2, 3 but only recently have

researchers begun to look at the effect of radiation on breakdown voltage.7 , 8

In 1983 Joseph Benedetto at the University of Maryland proposed a way of

-.. ,. -......... .... ,... "......' -....... ..- '. -
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predicting the trend in the radiation induced change in VBD for n-channel VD
MOSFETs. 7 His model was based on the type of electric field termination used
in the device (these terms will be explained in Chapter 1). Using the results
from experiments he performed on power MOSFETs, Benedetto proposed that,
in general, VBD decreased in n-channel FETs with increasing dose. Depending
on the type of termination technique employed by the manufacturer though, he
found with some types of terminations there was a partial recovery toward
the initial breakdown voltage as the dose Increased beyond some value. One
of Benedetto's auxiliary proposals was that the breakdown voltage for
high-voltage p-channel MOSFETs could be expected to increase during
Irradiation rather than decrease as do n-channel MOSFETs.

The original purpose of this research was to verify Benedetto's proposed
model of gamma-radiation-Induced breakdown voltage changes in p-channel
tIOSFETs by experimentation. Early experimentation, however, indicated that
Benedetto's modeling concepts were too simple and could not account for some
of the experimental results. The purpose was then expanded to Include
investigating the role of field termination designs, as well as other
characteristics which affect radiation-induced breakdown voltage changes.

The results presented In this thesis show that Ionizing radiation can cause
substantial changes In the breakdown voltage of power MOSFETs. The
magnitude and direction (sign) of the breakdown voltage change can be related
to the type of termination technique which is used and how well the
termination Is optimized. This thesis also relates these results to a general
theory of termination techniques, and explains why large changes in
breakdown voltage are expected for only high breakdown voltage devices, a
finding which Is consistent with the observed results of the experiments.

4.J
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CHAPTER 2

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The initial purpose of this research was to verify that the breakdown
voltage of p-channel MOSFETs Increased as a result of exposure to ionizing
radiation as had been proposed by Benedetto. Additionally, termination theory
was studied in order to understand how the effectiveness of electric field
terminations is changed by Ionizing radiation. This study was included
because early experiments revealed some shortcomings In Benedetto's
proposed model and since earlier experiments, Including Benedetto's,
indicated a link between the type of electric field terminations used In a device
and the radiatIon- induced change in VBD.

To Investigate the radiation Induced changes, my advisor, Allan Johnston of
the Boeing Radiation Effects Laboratory (BREL), and myself devised a test
procedure that allowed us to measure the breakdown voltage of MOSFETs
during Irradiation (in-situ) In a gamma radiation test fixture (gamma cell).
This procedure measured the breakdown voltage much more frequently than
had usually been done in earlier experiments. 7 In order to gather a large

number of data points during each experiment (125 per hour), the experiments
were run by a computer. An optical microscope was used to Identify the
termination techniques used In the MOSFETs tested In the experiments.
Additionally, a microscope and microprobes were used to determine If the
termination devices were Internally connected to either the gate or the source
of the device. This was Important In order to be able to determine what
voltage was applied to the termination devices during Irradiation.

The results of the p-channel experiments did not agree with the models
proposed by Benedetto. Specifically, the results revealed that VBD of some
p-channel MOSFETs increased with irradiation as was anticipated by the
proposed model (see Figure 1). In several types of p-channel devices,
however, VBD consistently decreased and then recovered (see Figure 2).
Furthermore, the breakdown voltage of one type of p-channel device
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Figure 1: Expected P-Channel Results

decreased by about a factor of two and remained low at higher dose levels

(see Figure 3), In sharp contrast to the predictions. From these figures It Is

easy to identify the difference between the expected and observed results.
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Figure 2: P-Channel Results Showing Decrease In VBD at Low Dose
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Figure 3: Results of P-Channel Device Showing Decrease with No Recovery

Several n-channel devices were also tested. Although, In general, the
results were In agreement with Benedetto's experiments, the Increased
number of data points taken revealed some detail in the plots of VBD versus
dose that had not been observed earlier (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4: N-Channel Result Showing Detail
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Further Investigation Indicated that many device manufacturers useI. combinations of more than one termination type. This process complicates
attempts to predict the effect of radiation on a particular device, and explains
why the results could not be consistently predicted by simple models.

Research into published material revealed that other device characteristics
like oxide thickness and oxide purity also effect the radiation induced changes

in device performance. 9

Conclusions
This research has shown that different types of MOSFETs, even if they have

similar internal structure, can exhibit different radiation-induced changes in
breakdown voltage which could render the MOSFET inoperative. The first
difference, which Is not surprising, Is that n-channel and p-crannel MOSFETs
generally react differently to Ionizing radiation. Another difference, which
had been proposed by Benedetto, is that the type of field termination technique

used in a device has a direct bearing on the magintude and direction of the

change.

- One finding that had not been provided In a single source form before was

an analysis of the general theory of the commonly used electric field
"* termination device types. This theory predicts quite accurately the effect of

radiation on the breakdown voltage in "well behaved* devices. By 'well
behaved, I mean devices which use field plates or junction termination
extensions and have pure field oxides of a known thickness. In the case of
field rings the effect Is not so easy to predict since how optimally the rings
have been positioned plays the dominant role in determining the response to
radiation.

The most Important finding of this project Is that other device
characteristics, such as oxide purity and oxide thickness, which can vary
from unit to unit In the same model of FET, can affect the response of
transistors. These individualized peculiarities, along with the use of more
than one termination type in a type of FET and the casual attitude that
manufacturers have about changing termination techniques without notifying

circuit designers, makes it extremely difficult to develop a general model for

LL S . eefZC
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the radiation induced change in VBD.

This potential variation between units indicates that it is essential to use an
. experimental procedure which makes "continous" measurements of VBD,

preferably during irradiation, when attempting to determine the response of a
type of FET to Ionizing radiation. This is because results which are obtained
by averaging together data from several units which was obtained at widely
separated, descrete doses can mask the details which are needed to make an
accurate determination. A "continous" measurement procedure was
developed as a part of this research.

--

i.



CHAPTER 3

SOLID-STATE PHYSICS

Before discussing the research project further, I will briefly review the
underlying solid-state physics that govern the operation of contemporary

*solid-state devices. Those who are interested In further reading on the
subject, can find a thorough explanation in most introductory electronic
device texts, for example Physics and Technology of Semiconductor Devices
(ref 10) or Trans1itrsi (ref 11).

Semiconductors
When thinking of modern solidstate electronic devices, one usually

Imagines things like micro chips containing complex Integrated circuits.
Equally remarkable advances have also been made In discrete components,
particularly power devices, which are at the opposite ends of the solidstate
spectrum. Diodes, transistors, and thyristors are available which can hold
off potentials of thousands of volts across a junction much less than a 100 Jim
(micrometers) thick. The operation of all these devices Is based on the
electrical characteristics of a chemically treated (doped) crystal of silicon
or germanium: elements from column IV In the periodic table.' The following
discussion Is based on a device constructed out of silicon; however, a similar
discussion would apply to any elements used In semiconductor fabrication.

Solids can be divided Into three classes: Insulators, semiconductors, and
conductors. The band theory of solids uses quantum mechanical arguments to

* show that the allowed energy states of electrons in a periodic array (lattice)
of atoms occur In groups (bands) of energy levels.*

'There are also several compounds like Gallium arsenide (GaAs) which are
used to manufacture some solid-state devices but are not used for power
devices.

*An elegant treatment of the quantum-mechanical explanation of energy
bands Is Included In Transistors. section 2-2.2.
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Within a given band, the allowed electron energies are closely spaced, but
there can be large differences (gaps) between the highest allowed energy of
one band and the lowest energy of the next.

* At very low temperatures (near absolute zero), the electrons are In their
lowest energy state and are all In the lowest band which Is called the valence
band. As the temperature Is Increased, It Is possible for some of the
electrons to be excited (jump) Into the next band which Is called the conduction
band. The distance between these two bands Is called the forbidden gap and
corresponds to the amount of energy that must be given to an electron to
boost It into the next band (ionize the atom). The width of the forbidden band
Is what determines the difference between Insulators, semiconductors, and
conductors.

In a conductor (metal) the valence and conduction bands overlap so that the
electrons are easily moved Into the conduction band. This means that

electrons In a metal are free to move If even a small electric field Is applied.
As you might expect, this is not the case with Insulators. Since the valence
electrons In an Insulator form strong valence bonds with their neighbors, the
valence and conduction bands In an Insulator are far apart. For this reason,
It Is difficult to Impart sufficient energy to an electron of an insulator to jump
the gap into the conduction band.

Semiconductors, as the name Implies, fall somewhere In between
conductors and Insulators. The valence and conduction bands In a
semiconductor are close enough together that an electron only needs a
moderate amount of energy to jump Into the conduction band. This Is because
In a silicon crystal, each atom In the lattice shares one valence electron with
each of Its four neighbors. These bonds are only moderately strong and can
be broken by molecular vibration at fairly low temperatures (ionization).

Once a bond Is broken, the resulting (free) electron in the conduction band
will move If an electric potential Is applied across the crystal. The absence of
the electron from the valence band creates a vacancy which is called a *hole'.
A *hole* Is a construct which is used to help visualize the movement of valence
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electrons In the device.t When an electric field Is applied across the crystal,

a neighboring valence electron can move into the vacancy created by the

ionization, and then another can move into the newly created hole and so on.

When discussing the effect though, it is convenient to discuss the movement of

a hole which has positive mass and positive charge. This *hole conduction" Is

in addition to the conduction-band electron conduction; therefore, a single

Ionization event leads to the production of two charge carriers: the hole and

the electron. The reverse process is also possible. This Is called

recombination and occurs, in this case, when a free electron falls Into a hole

in the valence band. As a result, both carriers are lost.

The amount of current that can be carried by free electrons and holes is

proportional to their number, n and p respectively. The number of these

intrinsic carriers (n, - n - p) under equilibrium conditions Is approximated

by:10

nI - N exp(-EG/2kT) (3.1)

where

N - Number of Silicon atoms

EG - gap energy (1.4 eV In Si)
k - Boltzman's constant

T - Temperature In Kelvin

When certain Impurities, even In very small amounts, are added to a silicon

crystal, they replace silicon atoms In the lattice and the electrical properties

of the crystal are drastically affected. If the impurity is from column V In the

periodic table, Its atoms have one more electron than silicon atoms. When an
Impurity atom Is substituted for a silicon atom, four of Its valence electrons

are involved In covalent bonds, but the fifth atom Is only loosely bound by the

Frequently the bubble analogy is used to explain the use of the hole
construct. When analyzing the motion of fluid around a void, it Is often
easier to consider the motion of a "bubble" than to detail the motion of the
surrounding liquid. This holds true for holes; it is easier to Investigate the
movement of holes than It is the movement of valence electrons.
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weak coulomb attraction. That means the fifth electron can be easily
elevated Into the conduction band.

There Is one commonly used method of calculating the Ionization energy
which must be Imparted to the electron to boost it Into the conduction band.
That Is to lien the phosphorus atom to a hydrogen atom Immersed In a
dielectric medium. 1 1 The result of such calculations are remarkably close to
the values obtained experimentally. For example, a typical column V impurity
Is phosphorus which, when bound In a silicon lattice, has a gap energy of only
0.05 eV for the first electron as opposed to 1.4 eV for silicon. Because of this
low Ionization energy, the Impurity atoms are usually all Ionized at room
temperature.

By assuming that the donor atofm are all Ionized at room temperature, If
the number of donor (phosphorus) atoms (ND) Is much larger than ni, the total
number of carriers in a doped crystal will be domited by those from the
phosphorus. In fact, since ND )>ni the number of free electrons can be
approximated by ND. Similar results can be obtained by using certain other
column V Impurities.

The material obtained when a column V element Is combined with silicon Is
called an n-type material since the free carriers have a negative charge.
Another type of semiconductor can be made by using a column III Impurity. In
this case, there Is an electron missing from the bond between the impurity
and the four adjacent silicon atoms. This creates a hole. Since the free
carriers in this material are positive, It Is called p-type material. It should
be noted, however, that although both of these materials have mobile charges
which are free to move about, the material exhibits what is called
space-charge neutrality because any arbitrary volume of the material Is
electrically neutral. 10

P-N Junctions
When pieces of equally doped p-type and n-type material are placed

together, the free negative charges and the free positive charges (in the n-
and p-type materials respectively) close to the p-n junction are attracted to
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one another. These free carriers diffuse across the junction and recombine
(see Figure 5) leaving the "uncovered" Ionized impurity atoms locked in the
crystal. This destroys the space-charge neutrality of the material near the

_- Junction and causes the p-type material to be slightly negative and the n-type
material to be slightly positive. (Recall that there are fixed positive charges
and free negative charges In n-type material.) This process continues until a
region which is depleted of free carriers (the depletion region) is created and

- the uncovered positive charge In the n-type material generates an electric
* . field which repels the positive free carriers In the p-type material, and

vice-versa. 12

(a) Before Contact

Depletion Region

(b) After Contact

Figure 5: N and P Type Materials Werore (a) and After (0) Contact

The electric field created by these uncovered regions generates a *barrier
potential" across the junction (see Figure 6). If the junction Is reverse biased
(a positive potential applied to the n-type end at x=W/2 In Figure 6), the
magnitude of the barrier potential will Increase. On the other hand, If a
positive voltage Is applied to the p-type material end of the Junction (forward
biasing the Junction), It will have the effect of reducing the height of the
potential hill. As the magnitude of the barrier potential approaches zero,
current will begin flowing through the junction. The fact that current will only
flow In one direction across the pn junction Is the basis of semiconductor
electronics.'S

'°
° (-a4 \ ** ***\ **'*-* **
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~Electic Fiel
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Figure 6: Electric Field and Barrier Potential Across a Depletion Region of

Width W

The width of the depletion region is determined by the applied voltage and
the density of the impurities in the material. It is a valid approximation to
assume all of the applied reverse-bias potential Is dropped over the depletion
region. This assumes that the bulk material, the part not Involved In the
depletion region, Is a perfect conductor. Although this Is not totally true, the
resistivity of the depletion region Is so much greater than the resistivity of
the bulk that virtually no voltage Is dropped across the bulk.9

As the reverse bias is Increased, the width of the depletion region
increases until the electric field generated by the uncovered carriers will

support the applied bias. That Is, if the E-field is as shown in Figure 6 and the
width of the depletion region Is given by W, then: 1I

V/2

V= fE dx (3.2)
-V/2

where V Is the potential applied across the device.

-------- "
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Up to this point we have assumed that the number density of the Impurities
In each of the material types Is the same, but that is not always the case. If

~ .~,both of the number densities are the same, the depletion regions on each side
of the p-n junction are the same width. In the case, for example, that the
n-type side Is doped more heavily, the fixed Ion density Is greater. Since the
number of uncovered fixed charges on each side must be equal to maintain

* conservation of charge (recall that It Is when the free charges from each side
recombine that the fixed charges become uncovered), the width of the
uncovered region on the nr-type side must be narrower.

There are a few other points that will come up later that I will cover here.
Up to now, we have assumed that the two pieces of silicon material just exist,
then they are doped and put together. In fact, It Is essential that the silicon
material Is of the same crystal form throughout the device. That Is
accomplished by melting a vat full of silicon and dipping a seed crystal (one
having the same crystalline structure throughout) Into the melt. The molten
silicon attaches to the seed, taking the same crystalline structure as the
seed. After the molten silicon has been pulled into a long cylinder, It Is
cleaned and sliced into wafers.

Some times the manufacturer needs to add more silicon to the water. This
Is done by placing the wafer In an enclosure filled with a silicon vapor. The
silicon vapor attaches to the wafer and this new silicon takes the same grain
pattern as the waferiw This egrownO silicon Is called an ept6xial leWr.

After the wafer has been formed, the wafer must be doped with the
impurities. There are several ways to do this, but VD MOSFETs are doped by
diffusion. Usually, a silicon dioxide layer Is grown over the top of the device
and then the silicon dioxide Is chemically etched away In the areas over where
the dopant Is wanted. The wafer Is then put Into an enclosure filled with a gas
of a dopant material. If a wafer Is placed Into a chamber filled with
phosphorus gas for example, the phosphorus will diffuse Into the wafer
making n-type material. The depth of the diffusion Is determined by the time
the wafer Is left In the chamber and the temperature of the wafer/gas system.
Usually, the wafer is etched, and doped several times.

.... .- . . . . -...
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CHAPTER 4

FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS: THEORY, CHARACTERISTICS, AND DESIGN

Although the bipolar' transistor (the type found in your radio) was

developed first, the concept of field-effect devices pre-dates the bipolar

concept. As early as 1935, Lilienfeld and Heil each proposed a device which

was akin to MOS transistors and, in 1939 Shockley invented his first transistor

which was also a field-effect device.II In fact, much of the early transistor
research was based on the field-effect phenomenon.

The first transistor to be produced, though, was a point-contact device

presented by Brattain, and Bardeen of Bell Labs on December 16, 1947.11 Due

to the fragile and somewhat temperamental nature of the point-contact

transistor, It was quickly replaced by the alloyed transistor which was
proposed by William Shockley, also of Bell Labs, just one month later --

January 23, 1948. 11

Efforts to develop a field-effect device continued to be frustrated

throughout the 1950s. This was primarily caused by failure to achieve the low

doping levels required to obtain an inversion-layer conducting-channel. 1 The

first feasible MOSFET was proposed In 1958 by Warner, Atalla, and Scheibner

working at Bell. Finally, MOSFET devices became available In the early 1960s.

Characteristics of a MOSFET and the field effect phenomenon will be

presented this chapter. The discussion will then lead to an explanation of the

design of modern VD MOSFETs. After developing an understanding of the

operation of these devices, the manner in which ionizing radiation affects

certain MOSFET parameters will be explained. Further Information on these

subjects can be found In standard MOS texts like Semiconductor Power Devices
(ref 9) and Modern MOS Technoloav (ref 13).

' Bipolar refers to the Importance of both majority and minority carriers in
conventional transistors. Field-effect transistors Involve only majority.
carriers and are called unipolar devices.
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Characteristics of 1OS Transistors
FETs work much more like vacuum tubes than do the more familiar bipolar

transistors The primary difference In the operation of these two types of
- -.- transistors is that bipolars are current controlled devices whereas FETs are

voltage controlled devices. 16 The following discussion is based on an
n-channel FET, but a similar discussion holds for a p-channel device.

Recall that if a piece of n-type and a piece of p-type material are joined

together, under normal conditions current can only flow In one direction

through the junction. The structure of a FET is based on a double junction like
*' the one shown in Figure 7. It is easy to see that, under normal conditions,

Figure 7: Double (N-P-N) Junction

no current can flow through this device. For example, if a positive voltage is
applied to the left end of the device, the p-n junction closest to that end is
reverse biased. Since the device is symmetric about the center line, the
same argument holds if the voltage Is applied to the opposite end.

Now, if an insulator (like S10 2 )' Is laid down above the p-type region and a
conductor (like metal) is placed on top of the insulator, the device would look
similar to that shown in Figure 8. If however a negative potential is applied
to the conductor (gate), the mobile positive carriers in the p-type material
are attracted toward the surface. This is called an accumulation condition. 13

As one might expect, when the gate bias is changed to a small

.d . .

The basic operation of a MOSFET relies on an extremely high quality
Insulator. S10 2 has extremely high resistivity. It will be shown later that
the oxide purity plays a central role In the effect of radiation on MOSFETs.

. ..... . ...............--- •-, '
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Insulator / Conductor

Figure 6: N-P-N Junction with Conductor above the P-Type Material

positive value, the positive carriers are repelled, forming a depletion layer.

If the positive potential Is increased sufficiently, a layer of negative charge is

induced at the surface of the device, Just below the Insulator. II This is the

result of the field effect and is the same phenomenon which induces the

build-up of charge on the opposite sides of the dielectric In a capacitor. This

*Inversion layer" is now n-type material and Is capable of conducting current

between the two n-type regions (see Figure 9).

Figure 9: N-P-N Junction with N-Channel

By removing the positive potential from the conductor, the n-channel is

eliminated and the flow of current is stopped. Increasing or decreasing the

magnitude of the potential will vary the density of the free carriers in the

channel. This ability to vary the carrier density in the channel provides a

mechanism for controlling the amount of current flowing through a circuit.

What I have just described is a simple model of a MOSFET where the ends of



the device correspond to the drain and source terminals, and the conductor

above the p-type material corresponds to the gate.

Power MOSFET Design
MOSFETs have been available since the early 1960s and have found many

low-power applications, especially in digital circuitry. The roadblock to
developing high-power MOSFETs was that materials which could hold off high
voltages when the device was In the off state had high values of on-resistance

(the resistance between the drain and source when the device Is turned on).
The primary Intended application of power MOSFETs was compact, light-weight

- power supplies. If the on-resistance of the devices was high, the

transformers they would be coupled to In the power supplies would have to be

. large, eliminating the advantage of using MOSFETs.

Only for the past few years have devices been available which have a low
on-resistance and yet are capable of holding off high-voltages. In the early
1980s International Rectifier Company (IRC) developed one of the first power
IMOSFETs. These vertically-double-diffused devices (called HEXFETs by IRC)
were actually hundreds of elementary MOSFETs connected in parallel. Even
though these devices are composed of many MOSFETs, the entire device is

called a VD MOSFET, or more commonly, a power MOSFET.

Although there have been several Improvements in the manufacture of VD
MOSFETs since their Introduction, the basic construction of MOSFETs today

differs very little from the original concept. Figure 10 Is a diagram of two of
the FET bodies in a VD MOSFET. It shows the doping of the device as well as the
metal contacts, the oxide Insulators, and the polysilicon gate conductor which

is now used In place of the earlier metal gate conductor. These devices are
manufactured by first growing an epitaxial n+-type region on a n-type wafer.

Next, the p-type gate-body regions are diffused rather deeply into the "epl
layer and then the n-type source regions are diffused Into the gate bodies.

-Finally, the oxides and the polysilicon are grown as needed.

I, " - . , . - . . - . . . , .

.Io . h o , . . ,p o
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Figure 10: Schematic Diagram of a VD MOSFET

- Figure I1 (a) describes pictorially the way one of these FETs operates.
Figure It (b) shows the current path through one gate body, though It is clear
that if there Is sufficient potential applied to the gate conductor to allow
current to flow through one of the gate bodies, current would undoubtedly flow
through the other one.

oval" a nhgtiw .ihul
V, ,Wib" al, owr"Mt to

(a) (b)

Figure 1l: Operation of a Power MOSFET

V Radiation Effects
Fortunately, IIOSFETs are fairly resistant to neutron Induced damage.

Moderate fluences (less than about 1011 n/cm2 ) usually Introduce insignificant

changes In the operating parameters. Above this fluence, the neutron Induced
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changes In the operating parameters. Above this fluence, the neutron Induced
dislocations In the silicon lattice Increase the on-resistance of the device
slightly. 15 These problems are most pronounced in devices that already have
higher on-resistances, like high-voltage FETs.

The most significant radiation damage in MOSFETs Is caused by gamma
radiation. Actually, MOSFETs can be greatly affected by moderate gamma
doses. The gamma radiation primarily affects two parameters of the MOSFET:
the threshold voltage and the breakdown voltage.

Threshold Voltaoe
As I mentioned In the discussion about the field-effect, If a "sufficient"

positive potential Is applied to the gate of an n-channel MOSFET, an Inversion

layer Is Induced and conduction can occur. At potential values below that
.sufficient* level, the Induced negative charges recombine with the positive
free carriers In the p-type material, creating an Induced depletion region
which Increases In width with Increased gate potential. The magnitude of
the'sufficient" potential Is called the threshold voltage (VTH) At applied gate
voltages below VTH, (effectively) no current flows through the gate-body
region. At potentials above VTH the n-channel is induced and current can
flow.

During irradiation, gamma photons interact with silicon atoms throughout
the device; typically, a photon ionizes the atoms it interacts with. Throughout
the majority of the device, the electrons and the holes resulting from the
ionization events are either driven by the applied field and swept from the
FET, or recombine in the absence of an electric field. Under most
circumstances the Increase in current caused by the additional carriers
resulting from these gamma events is Insignificant, so the events have a
negligible effect on the FET.'

'This assumes that the gamma flux is moderate. If the MOSFET is subjected to
a very large gamma pulse (for example 1010 rads(SI) per second) there are
so many electron-hole pairs generated that a very large current pulse
occurs. This could damage the device to the extent that It is unusable.
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Ionizations also occur In the gate oxide and the result of those Interactions

is not negligible. If there Is no electric field present, recombination can

occur and the electron and hole vanish. Otherwise, the electrons usually are
swept from the S102 without much difficulty. The holes, on the other hand, are

less mobile In the oxide and are Impeded by the silicon/silicon-dioxide
interface. A phenomenon known as *oxide-trapped charge' develops where

the positive charges build up at the Interface. This creates a positive
potential at the interface which adds to the voltage applied to the gate and

tends to decrease the threshold voltage of n-channel devices and Increase the

threshold voltage of p-channel devices. This trapped charge also affects

breakdown voltage on field plate structures, and was the basis of the model

used by Benedetto. The magnitude of this effect Is proportional to the density
of the trapped charge.

Several parameters can affect the magnitude of the oxide-trapped-charge

induced change in VTH. For example, The trapped holes may eventually diffuse

through the interface, so that the oxide-trapped charge density eventually

equilibrates. Also, increasing the magnitude of the electric field Increases

the rate of transport of the free charges. This decreases the probability of
recombination and increases the rate of trapped charge build-up at the
Interface. Both of these changes Increase the equilibrium density of the

trapped charge. If the source of radiation is removed, the trapped charge
continues to recombine and diffuse through the interface, thereby decreasing
the trapped charge density. This is called annealing and Is accelerated by
Increasing the temperature of the device.

At the same time, a competing, though less well understood, phenomenon

may occur. The gamma radiation causes the creation of amphoteric traps at

the SI/SIO2 Interface, which are called Interface states. In n-channel
MOSFETs these Interface states introduce a negative potential causing the
threshold voltage to change in the opposite direction of the oxide trapped

charge. Since these two phenomena (oxide trapped charge and interface

states) are of opposite sign and have different rates of generation, the effect
of radiation on threshold voltage can be rather complex.
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In most cases, the threshold voltage of n-channel FETs decreases with
increasing dose until, at some point the threshold voltage drops to zero and
the device becomes a depletion-mode device. An depletion-mode device is
one which is nominally turned on and a negative potential must be applied to
the gate to turn It of f. P-channel devices, on the other hand, usually
experience an increase In threshold voltage since both the oxide-trapped
charge and the Interface states increase the positive surface charge.
Ionizing radiation makes p-channel devices harder to turn on and cannot
-cause them to enter the depletion mode.

Avalanche Breakdown
In the explanation given earlier, it was shown that once a FET had been

constructed, no current would flow through the p-n junctions unless there was
a positive potential applied to the gate. That neglects the fact that there is a
continual process of thermal ly- Induced electron-hole pair generation and
recombination going on throughout the silicon. If one of these thermally-
Induced free electron-hole pairs Is created In the depletion region, the pair
will move apart under the effect of the applied field. This flow of carriers Is
called leakage current and usually Is Insignificant.

The thermally generated carriers, like all carriers flowing through the

semiconductor, bounce around In the silicon. lattice. They are accelerated by
the applied potential, travel some distance and then collide with one of the
lattice atoms or an Impurity, give up some of their kinetic energy to the
lattice and then accelerate again until they collide with another atom. If the
potential applied across the junction Is sufficiently high, however, the
carriers are accelerated until they are energetic enough to break loose one of
the strongly bound electrons from the silicon lattice In the junction. If the
potential Is high enough to accelerate the carriers to these energies between

* each collision, the carriers that are broken loose will also gain that much
energy and will break loose another carrier in their next collision. With a
sufficiently large potential applied, this process continues until the FET no
longer has any control over the current.

This Is called avalanche breakdown, because there Is no way to stop the
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flow of current through the device without decreasing the drain-source
potential. Avalanche occurs when the electric field exceeds some critical

value (Ec) which Is about 3 X 105 V/cm for silicon. Since understanding the
effect of radiation on breakdown voltage Is the aim of this research, It is
Important to present a model of this phenomenon.

As an Illustration, conoider a strie electron-hole pair which is thermally
generated at some point x In the depletion region (see Figure 12). If a
potential has been established across the device, the electron will be driven

toward the n-type material and the hole

n-e P-tpe
I I I

E field Wslton
r ron

0 x W

Figure 12: Thermally Induced Ionization Effects

will be swept toward the p-type material by the electric field. If these car-
riers are sufficiently accelerated, the number of subsequent Ionizations theygenerate can be characterized by the expressions:9

J..

1  n e (4.1)

end
1%p Ve (4.2)

where cLPand a.n are the number of electron hole pairs created per centimeter
traveled In the direction of the E field by holes and electrons respectively, and
E Is the magnitude of the electric field. In silicon, with E between 5 X 104 and

-a
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8 X 105 V/cm, the values of a, b, and 6 are: 9

a = 1.6 X 106 cm -1

b= 1.65 X 106 V cm -1

and

O= 0.344.

Since each electron-hole pair which is generated will also experience the

same acceleration as the original pair, the average number of electron hole

pairs (M(x)) resulting from one thermal Ionization at location x is given by:9

Mx) , Mx') dx + JUP Mx') dx + 1 (4.3)

Then, differentiating both sides we obtain:

dMW) . (~- Cn) M(X) (4.4)
dx

Solving this equation and letting Mo = M(x=O) we can obtain another expression

for M(x):

Mx) - MOXP[J (lp- n) dx] (4.5)

Substituting (4.5) Into (4.3) for M(x') and solving (3) for at x=O we find

-f i -0 (lp- d ) dx (4.6)

Now, substituting (4.6) for Mo In (4.4) we arrive at a closed form solution for

.',
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MWx) 1 x o - an ) dX] (4.7)

- X
I_1 exp [ofp- n) dx] dx

This Is an expression which yields the multiplication resulting for a single
ionization event. Multiplication in a semiconductor is the basis for semi-
conductor radiation detector systems; however, in a detector one strives to
achieve a known, finite multiplication value. Avalanche breakdown, on the
other hand, is defined to occur when the multiplication approaches Infinity:

Mix) -# cc (4.8)

In our model, to yield an Infinite value of M(x) the denominator of (4.7) must
go to zero, or

,' W x

JIP P exp[J (p" n) dx dx a 1 (4.9)

Since the width of the depletion region changes with the applied voltage, W"
indicates the width of the depletion region when the applied potential is equal
to the breakdown voltage.

This avalanche effect will cause a very large number of carriers to be
formed and will allow current to flow through the FET until the potential Is

removed. If no permanent damage was done to the device during this
breakdown condition, the device will operate properly once the current flow
has been stopped. Frequently though, large currents flow through the Junction

during breakdown. When this happens the resistance of the device materials
causes too much power to be dissipated In the Junction and the device is
destroyed.

In a MOSFET, the avalanche breakdown usually occurs at the edge of the
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device where the p-n Junction and the depletion region are sharply curved. 14

In that region the potential is dropped over a smaller spatial region which
causes the electric field to be larger. Since the field is larger, the onset of
breakdown is earlier because Ec Is exceeded in the curved region first. There
are two ways to Increase the breakdown voltage of a power MOSFET: Increase

the thickness of the device or incorporate an electric field termination
technique at the edge of the device which approaches an Ideal electric field
termination. 16

Increasing the device thickness increases the on-resistance. 16 It was
explained earlier why Increasing the on-resistance is not a suitable solution

for developing a high-voltage MOSFET. Therefore, in order to Increase the
breakdown voltage several techniques are used to terminate the field lines in
a manner which will increase the breakdown voltage. In the next chapter the
types of field terminations most commonly used in power devices (including
bipolar transistors, diodes, and thyristors as well as MOSFETs) will be
presented. The effect of radiation on each of these techniques will also be

considered.

J
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CHAPTER 5

4. FIELD TERIMAT ION TECHNIQUES

The purpose of a field termination technique Is to Improve the breakdown
voltage of a p-n junction. In this chapter I explain the reason terminations
are needed and describe the types of terminations used most frequently in
power devices. I have excluded etched junctions, a method where some of the
silicon Is removed from the device, from the discussion because the
tolerances are so critical that the procedure Is not generally used In
commercial devices. I have Included field ring, field plate, and junction
termination extensions in the discussion.

The goal of the semiconductor engineers who employ termination techniques
Is to achieve the breakdown voltage of a plane junction. In a device with a
plane junction, the junction has no curvature (see Figure 13) so the electric
field lines are all parallel and no region develops a critical field strength (Ec)
before the entire region develops Ec.

LDepletilon
Ron

Figure 13: Example of a Plane P-N Junction

In a non-plane junction, the junction, the depletion region, and the electric

field are curved (see Figure 14). This curvature creates localized regions
* where the field gradient is steeper, thereby causing those regions to develop

Ec long before the remainder of the junction approaches Ec. The magnitude of
this effect depends on the ratio of the depletion width to the curvature sp that
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It is much more severe for high voltage devices (depletion width varies as the

square root of the applied voltage). By properly employing field terminations,

the designer can modify the shape of the electric field in the region where the

curvature is most severe, thereby increasing the breakdown voltage.

pn
Figure 14: Example of a Curved P-N Junction

- The shape of the electric field can be modified by Incorporating additional

structures in or on the FET chip. The most commonly used techniques are

Field Rings (FRs), Field Plates (FPs), and Junction Termination Extensions

* . (JTEs). The maximum effect these techniques can achieve is to attain the

same breakdown voltage as a similar device without a curved (or with a plane)

junction. Additionally, the amount of increase in VBD that can be obtained by

using termination techniques depends on the voltage rating of the FET. In

lower voltage devices, the terminations do not improve VBD much; however,

the improvement obtained In a high-voltage device using terminations can

result in a VBD as much as twice the VBD of the same device without

terminations. Since the maximum effect of radiation is to negate the effect of

the termination, the effect of radiation can be expected to be more significant

in high-voltage devices.

Field Rings

Field rings are a sequence of ring shaped doped regions which circle the

edge of the chip (see Figure 15). In some applications there may be several

rings, while in other cases one ring may be sufficient. " The dopant used in

the field rings Is the same as that used in the bulk gate region.
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Figure 15: Example of a Field Ring Termination

The field rings are allowed to electrically float just like the bulk gate

regions. As the potential across the chip increases, the depletion region of
the p-n junctions around the bulk gate and around the field ring(s) widen (see

Figure 16 (a) and (b)).
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Figure 16: The Depletion Region Shape with (a) No VDS, (b) Moderate

VDS, and (c) After Punch-through
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At some point, Just before the same FET without field rings would

breakdown, the depletion regions for the bulk gate region and the field ring
meet and *punch-through' occurs. 17 As even more potential is applied across

the FET, the depletion regions widen further until the region punches-through

to the second field ring and so on.

A single, optimally positioned field ring can significantly improve the

performance of a device as you can see in Figure 17.9,17 If the ring Is not
optimally positioned though, the Improvement In breakdown voltage due to the

field ring can be negligible ( see Figure 18). Additionally, If there

.-
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Figure 17: Breakdown Voltage of a Curved Junction With and Without Field
Rings [Adapted from Semiconductor Power Devices (ref. 9)]

are any surface charges (for example oxide trapped charge above the field
rings) the electrical fields generated by the charges can perturb the field ring

configuration and thereby change the breakdown voltage of the device.

As a FET with field ring terminations Is Irradiated, interface states develop
which effectively introduce negative charges Into the structure. If the rings

are in the optimum position, the pertubation that occurs because of these

charges can decrease the breakdown voltage of the devices. Alternatively, If

.*-
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the rings are not in the optimum position the negative charges can eitherII Improve or degrade the effectiveness of the field rings.
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Figure 18: Sensitivity of Field Ring Placement
-. [Adapted from Semiconductor Power Devices (ref. 9)]

Field Plates
The operation of a field plate is somewhat analogous to the operation of a

AM rOSFET gate. For the purpose of demonstration, Imagine an n-channel power
MOSFET with a conductor placed above and Insulated form the undoped region
at the edge of the chip (see Figure 19). Recall from Chapter 3 that for any
given voltage, the width of the depletion region Is determined by the free
carrier density (ND cm- 3 ). When a negative voltage Is applied to the field

*plate, some of the free carriers are repelled, decreasing the free carrier

density, thereby increasing the width of the depletion region.
5"

Since the potential Is usually low, the widening of the depletion region
occurs near the surface of the chip. This increases the breakdown voltage by
decreasing the curvature of the depletion region. An effective field plate
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Figure 1 g: Example of Field Plate Termination of a P-N Junction

.-. will cause the depletion region to be nearly horizontal near the surface of the
"- device and cause the breakdown voltage to approach that of a plane junction. g

The similarity between field plates and FET gates continues into the effect of

radiation. There are similarities between the effect of radiation on the
threshold voltage of a FET and the breakdown voltage of a FET with field plate

terminations. The effect of trapped charge causes the breakdown voltage in

n-channel FETs to decrease. If substantial numbers of interface states are
also produced, the breakdown voltage may subsequently recover to some

~extent. In his paper, Blackburn states that the electric field In the field
it  (plate) oxide traps the holes that are created there by gamma photon
0tIonization of silicon atoms. 8 This Is equivalent to applying an Increasingly

positive potential to the plate.

...i In an n-channel device, the positive trapped charge Increases the number

~of negative free carriers in the bulk material thereby narrowing the width of

. the depletion region and decreasing the breakdown voltage. As the irradiation

continues, negative Interface states are created, Increasing the negative
' potential as well as the breakdown voltage. 8 In a p-channel device, both the
~oxide trapped charge and the Interface states are positive. Since the

application of a positive potential to the field plate 6f a p-channel device
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decreases the number of free carriers In the bulk, the depletion region
widens and the breakdown voltage Increases.

The number of oxide trapped charges can be calculated using the method
proposed by Mc6arrtty. 5 That Is, the number of trapped holes (N) Is given by:

N - DtoxAGF (5-1)
•, where

D dose (rad(SiO2 )
tox oxide thickness
A Field plate area
6 electron hole generation constant
F E fractional number of holes trapped in the oxide

Then It can be shown that the change In breakdown voltage caused by the
trapped charge Is:18

qDtGF -)GFg Ec Ec 15-2

Junction Termination Extension
The Junction termination extension technique also Improves the breakdown

voltage of a MOSFET by decreasing the number of free carriers In the bulk

material. In a JTE, though, the free carrier density Is modified by Implanting

Ions of the opposite sign into the bulk material so that they recombine with the
free carriers (see Figure 20). A sufficient number of Ions Is Implanted so

that the free carrier density is changed to between 0.6 to 0.8 eEc/q. 5 This
reduces the number of available charges in the lightly-doped region to a
number below the amount required to balance the uncovered charges In the

* n-type region. As in field plates, this decreased free carrier density

Increases the depletion region width and Increases the breakdown voltage.

p.,.
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Figure 20: Example of a Junction Termination Extension

The effect of gamma radiation is to increase the free carrier density.
When the number of carriers is increased to the original value, the device
operates as if there was no JTE. Again, by using McGarrity's technique we can
write an expression for the dose required to return the device to its

unmodified level of free carriers. 16 That is, letting s be the density of
radiation induced charges, then from equation (5-2) It is easy to see that:

s = q D tox G F (5-3)

When s is, for example 0.2 eEc/q (I - 0.8 eEc/q) the device would be at Its

original charge density. This would occur when

s a O.Z eEc/q - D tox 6 F (5-4)

or, when the dose Is equal to

D = 0.2 eEc/(q tox 6 F) (5-5)

Since Ionizing radiation creates charges of both signs, It has the same effect
on FETs of both types. This theory predicts that substantial decreases will

occur In the VBD of the device.

a,. - " - , ' % " " " ' " q " =° . =l °e
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CHAPTER 6

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Having determined how MOSFETs work, the next goal was to devise an

experiment which would expose the MOSFETs to Ionizing radiation and then
measure the breakdown voltage.

I was fortunate to be working on this project with Allan Johnston of the

Boeing Radiation Effects Laboratory (BREL) and Ken Galloway of the National
Bureau of Standards. I was also fortunate to be offered the opportunity to

N? perform my experiments at BREL. The engineers (Itzu Aurimura, Wes Will,
--' Mark Baze and Rick Kennerud) and technicians at BREL provided essential help

in obtaining the necessary equipment and preparing the experiment.

* A In order to evaluate the effect of radiation on MOSFETs, I needed to develop
a way to measure the breakdown voltage of MOSFETs after they had been
exposed to gamma radiation. Before explaining the procedure decided upon, a
brief explanation of the procedure used in many earlier experiments and the
concerns that motivated us to develop a new procedure will be presented.

Typical Experimental Procedure
Most of the earlier experiments were performed by different organizations

and, therefore, different equipment was used. There were, however, many
parts of the various test procedures which were similar. In this discussion I
will present the general procedure followed by Benedetto,7 although as I just

implied, it is similar to many of the others.
4.?

Typically, one or more FETs were connected to a test fixture which secured

the devices and In many cases applied an electrical bias to them. The test
fixture would then be placed In a radiation field so that the devices would be
irradiated at a known dose rate. After a pre-determined period of time had

elapsed, the test fixture was removed from the radiation field. Then the

devices were removed from the test fixture and the applied bias. After some

.w.
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4'period of time (ranging from seconds to hours), the devices were tested to
determine the effect of the cumulative dose on the parameter (eg., breakdown
voltage) being evaluated. Some time after the testing had been performed,
the devices were returned to the test fixture and the process was repeated

C several more times.

Before beginning our experiment, Allan and I discussed this *typicalo
procedure and decided to attempt to improve on it. We decided that there
were two aspects that needed to be changed. It has been shown that the
damage caused by radiation will go away (anneal) If the devices are allowed to
rest, especially at elevated temperatures. Therefore, one concern was that
when the electrical bias was removed and the device was allowed to rest

~ .~ between Irradiation and measurement the magnitude of the measured effects
may be ameliorated by annealing.

Our other concern was based on the number of times the devices were
being tested. In the *typicalo procedure, the devices are tested at.
predetermined cumulative doses (eg., Benedetto used 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50,..
krad). This scheme would yield only a few measurements (10 in the Benedetto

'-4 scheme) in 1 Mrad of cumulative dose. Our concern was that important data
.~ *.,.may be missed between the measurements. These concerns encouraged us to

come up with a new experimental procedure. We decided to measure the
effects on the devices while they were in the radiation field. In this way the
devices were kept biased throughout the experiment, eliminate any annealing,
and allow us to test the devices more often without drastically extending the
duration of the experiment.

Experimental Procedure and Equipment
Breakdown voltage Is determined by measuring the draint-source voltage

required to sustain an arbitrary current (I mA In our case) In a transistor
which is turned off. The procedure was based on a I mA source connected in
series with the parallel combination of a switched load, a digital voltmeter
(DYM) and the FET being tested (see Figure 21). The FET being tested was
placed In the radiation source and connected to the rest of the circuit by a six
foot cable. The load was switched In and out of the circuit by a pulse
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generator. The pulse generator was controlled by an IBM PC which also
recorded the voltages measured by the DVM. The software I prepared for this

experiment was written In Pascal and is presented In Appendix A.

hrr

'I..I

-Ff BinrMg Tested
Figure 21: Equipment Setup

• The radiation source used was a Gammacell 220 belonging to BREL. It

consists of a large number of Cobalt-60 *pencils" which are arranged in a
circle in the midplane of a large drum. There are no pencils at the center of
the drum so that an elevator holding the sample to be irradiated can be
lowered Into the gamma flux. The cobalt pencils provide a gamma flux of

approximately 200 rads(S) per second at the center of the drum. The entire

Gammacell is shielded by lead so that there is no radiation hazard to

personnel using It.

,p.

During a particular test, the FET was connected to the mount which was
already In the Gammacell elevator. The interconnecting cable was then routed

to the controller board and the test equipment was energized. Next the
- program which controls the experiment was started and then the name of the

file the data was to be written to, the dose the FET would receive during the
Itime It was being lowered Into and removed from the Gammacell, the dose rate

the FET would receive while It was in the cell, and the total dose the FET was to
receive (the target dose, usually 100 or 500 krad) were input. Then. the

• . ., -: , , .".. e. . a . . , . S - -,.s.,. . S,. " **,*',, ,,-* .*
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program set the parameters for the pulse generator and DVM (for example,

pulse amplitude or voltage range).

Once the equipment had been set up and the controlling program initialized,
the FET mount was lowered into the cell. As the elevator reached the bottom
of its travel, the computer timing sequence was started. Immediately the
computer switched the load out of the circuit so that the entire milliamp of
current was routed through the FET being tested. Since this FET was turned
off, the drain-source voltage of the FET was Its breakdown voltage. The
computer then instructed the DYM to measure the drain-source voltage,
paused momentarily, switched the load back Into the system which biased the
FET to 80% of the manufacturers listed VBD , and stored the value the DVM
measured. Finally, the clock time, elapsed time, the dose received since the
last measurement, the cumulative dose, and the DVM reading were recorded in

the data file. The computer then waited until the start of the next measure-
ment cycle. These cycles continued until the cumulative dose exceeded the
target dose. When the experiment was over, the computer closed the data file

and ended the program. A data file which Is representative of the results
obtained from an experiment is included In Appendix B.

The Controller Board

The heart of the test equipment configuration was the controller board
which we designed and built. It consists of the current source, the switch,
and the ports for connecting a high-voltage power supply, the pulse
generator, the DVM, and the FET test mount. A schematic diagram of the
controller board Is shown In Figure 22.

The current supply (01, RI, R2, and CRI through CR4) was based on negative

* current feedback through resistor RZ; the circuit Is designed so that the
voltage drop across R2 is much greater than the threshold voltage of 01. As

current flows through R2, a voltage is dropped by RZ (V=IR). VGS is
approximately equal to the sum of the voltages dropped by the zener diodes
CR1 through CR4 (approximately 16V) minus the voltage dropped by RZ (let

1D*R2 =V2 ) If ID Is such that VGS is greater than the threshold voltage of 01
(16 - V2 > VTH), Q1 will remain turned on and current will flow.
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SH-V Power
.F,- Supply
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R3 Mount

CA 4 4 DVM
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- Rk Generator

: CR6- 10 '

_r' CR5 -

Figure 22: Schematic Diagram of Controller Circuit

As V2 approaches 16 - VTH then Qi conducts less and the system stabilizes
when the on-resistance of Q1 plus R2 times ID equals 16V. This establishes a
constant value for ID regardless of what the applied high voltage is, so long as
it Is larger than about 20V.

There are two sets of devices which were Included for circuit protection.
CR5 acts as a blocking diode In case the high-voltage power supply gets

connected with the polarity reversed. CR6 through CRIO provide an alternate
current path in case the remainder of the circuit develops an open circuit

condition. Since the circuit provides a constant current, If the path for
current opens the system will attempt to maintain the current by Increasing
the voltage to the circuit. This could damage the controller; therefore the
high voltage zener bridge was Installed for circuit protection.

The remainder of the circuit Is the switched load which periodically
switches the resistor network consisting of R3 and P4 out of the circuit. The

pulse generator Is connected to the gate of QZ, the switching FET. In the
nominal state, a +5.OV signal is applied to the gate by the pulse generator.
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This turns on 02 and allows current to flow through the R3 and R4 network.
The adjustable resistor (R4) provides a means of adjusting the voltage applied

K' to the FET being tested when the load Is In the circuit. At the start of the

measurement interval the computer would instruct the pulse generator to set
the output to -3.5V. This would turn off 02 and cause the entire ImA (less the
few microamps that would go through the DVM) to go through the FET in the
gamma cell. At that point the computer instructed the DYM to measure the
voltage between the DVtI port and ground which was, by definition, the
breakdown voltage of the FET being tested.

This test procedure would have extremely tedious and error-prone without
a computer controlled test set. The computer coordinated the functions of
timing, switching, measuring, and recording in the tireless manner that only
computers can achieve.

The original plan was to use a Digital Equipment Corporation MINC computer
to control the experiment. The MINC is designed to be used as a test
equipment controller and contains many additional features to accommodate
circuit analysis and so forth. After preparing a Basic program on the MINC to
run the experiment and getting a prototype test set-up running, I found that
there was an IBM PC that was available for the experiment. I decided to use
the PC because there were several others at BREL and at the University which
could be used for program development work, whereas there was only one
MINC available. Additionally, there were several data analysis programs as
well as a means of transferring the data to other computer systems available
for the IBM. These facilities were not available for the MINC.

The IBM was configured with a Ziatech 1448 card which interfaced the
computer with IEEE 488 compatible test equipment. The IEEE 488 standard
defines the function of the lines on a parallel buss. It also defines a standard
connector and an addressing protocol. The standard, in many ways analogous
to a programming language like FORTRAN or Pascal, defines certain criteria
for manufacturers to follow while allowing the manufacturers to include their
own unique enhancements. The result is that complete test equipment
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systems can be configured from devices made by different manufacturers and
with compatible control commands and data transfer capabilities.

As I mentioned above, the program which controlled the entire experiment
was written In Pascal. There were three reasons for this. First, the Pascal
language, as implemented on the IBM PC by Digital Research, allows the
transfer of data in Byte data types. This is necessary to interface with the
Ziatech 1488 card. Secondly, Rick Kennerud at BREL had already prepared
several external Pascal procedures and functions which simplified the use of
the Ziatech card. Finally, the Digital Research Pascal compiler was available
on several of the IBM PCs at BREL. The program source code and a flow chart
explaining the purpose of the various sections of it are included in Appendix
A.

Auxiliary Tests
There were several auxiliary tests performed during the course of the

* experiment to test the equipment setup, validate the procedure, verify the
results, and to baseline the FETs both before and after they were tested.

Testing the Eguioment Setup
After the controller had been designed and assembled, I had to ensure that

the circuit performed as It was Intended to. The test consisted of connecting
the equipment, without the computer, and operating It manually. First 1
turned the high voltage on to about 50Y and measured the current out of the
source. It was 0.99 mA, a very satisfactory value. Next I tested the
switching function. By manually switching the signal applied to the gate of 02,
I ensured that the load was switched in and out of the circuit when expected.
After determining that the circuit was working properly, I went on to verify
the entire procedure.

Procedure Verification
Verification of the procedure was a three step process. First, I needed to

ensure that there were no thermally induced breakdown voltage changes in
'p. conjunction with the changes induced by radiation. Second, I needed to verify

that the entire system, the controller, the program, the computer and all the
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A: other test equipment, worked properly throughout an entire experiment.
Finally, I needed to prove that the results of our experiment agreed with other
measurement techniques such as a standard curve tracer. A curve tracer is
a device which looks like an oscilloscope but which displays the voltage versus
current characteristics of a device (not necessarily a FET ). Although the
machine Is capable of performing several different tests on all sorts of
transistors, I usually biased the gate of a FET so that the device was turned
off and then increased the VDS until breakdown occured, thereby measuring
breakdown voltage. Alternatively, I would Increase the gate voltage until the

I,. device turned on so as to measure the threshold voltage.

When the device is in breakdow6, all the power in the system (for example
I, .25 watts If the breakdown voltage is 250V) Is deposited In the FET. As with

many semiconductors, as the temperature of the FET increases, its
resistance increases which causes the breakdown voltage to Increase. This
would combine with the radiation induced breakdown voltage changes. In
order to ensure valid results, I had to show that the Interval between
measurements was sufficient to allow the device to dissipate any heat built up
during a breakdown voltage measurement. I also needed to ensure that the
measurement was fast enough that heating devices during the measurements
did not cause inaccuracy.

To perform the test I set the FET mount on a table and ran a normal
experiment. Having no outside phenomena affecting the breakdown voltage,
any Change that occured must be from Internal causes. During the test I
varied the time between measurements to find out how frequently I could test
the FET without having any heating effects. I found that, with a 350V device,
as long as there was about seven seconds between measurements there was
no adverse effect on the results. It was difficult to determine just how close
together the measurements could be made since seven seconds was the
minimum time for one computer cycle. The reason there was no heating
problem even with only seven seconds between measurements is because the

-p. FET was only In a breakdown condition for about 0.2 seconds. Even though this
experiment showed that we could make measurements about every seven
seconds, we rarely made measurements more often than every 25 seconds
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simply because there would be too much data generated otherwise.

In order to ensure that the system worked as we had planned, I performed

an experiment, monitored the entire procedure, and checked the results. I
chose one of the n-channel FETs to work with and attached It to the test set

and lowered the device Into the gamma cell. Throughout the experiment I
observed the data and timed the measurement cycle to ensure everything was
working as intended. At the end of the experiment I verified that the final

breakdown voltage measurement agreed with the value measured on a curve

tracer. I looked at the data file generated by the experiment and concluded

that it appeared valid.

Subsequently, I plotted the results of the first two tests and found that the
results contained what could be called low grade noise (see Figure 23). I then
performed a few short experiments and found that the delay between the start

of the DYM measurement and the time when the computer recorded the value
was too short. The problem was that DVM had not always stabilized when the

computer recorded the results. To eliminate this problem, I increased the
delay which decreased the scatter in the measurements to less than 0.1 volt,

the resolution of the DVM.

10-oa
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Figure 23: Results of First Experiment Showing Noise

- - ." .
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NOW that the experimental procedure had been checked out, all that
remained was to verify that the results the experiment reported were
correct. To do this, I tested most of the FETs on the curve tracer prior to
testing them. Later, when I put the FETs in the test set, I checked the
breakdown voltage before I put them into the gamma cell. Since there was
always good agreement, I knew the test set was correctly evaluating
breakdown voltages. I also needed to show that the values reported at the end
of the test were correct. To do this I tested the FETs on a curve tracer
Immediately after the Irradiation was complete and compared the results.
Recall that one of the concerns was that In the time between removing a FET

from the cell and testing it, the change in breakdown could anneal somewhat.
If I detected a difference between our final gamma cell value and what we
measured on the curve tracer, I would need to determine if annealing had
occured or if some other factor caused the discrepancy.

* When the post Irradiation tests were performed, I found that the results
from the curve tracer agreed extremely well with the last gamma cell
reading. in fact, several months later I checked several of the FETs that
were irradiated first and found no evidence of significant annealing even then.
One must be careful about drawing too many conclusions about annealing from
these results though. Since most of these FETs were Irradiated up to 500
krad, they were long past the sensitive stage of the change in breakdown when
they were removed from the gamma cell. Further testing would be required
to determine If FETs which were removed from the cell during a period of
rapid change in breakdown would anneal.

Baselining the FETs
Before testing the FETs I baselined many of them. To baseline them, I used

the curve tracer to determine both the threshold voltage and the breakdown
voltage of each transistor. These values were recorded along with any

- - abnormalities noticed during the baselining procedure.

in some or the experiments, a very large change In the breakdown voltage
was noticed. This could be a problem since there was no way to tell during the
experiment if the breakdown voltage had actually changed that much, or if the
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*characteristics of the FET had changed to the point where its leakage current
(the current normally that flows even when the device is turned off) was a

- milliamp. To ensure that the test results were valid, I tested the FETs on the
curve tracer after the experiment and found, In every case, that the leakage

'A current was much less than 1 mA.

* In some cases the breakdown voltage of the tested FETs fell below the
nominal voltage of the system. The breakdown voltage measurements are still
valid since, when the switch (01) was turned off, the whole milliamp flowed
through the FET being tested and the resulting voltage read by the DVM was
still the breakdown voltage. The problem was that when the switch was closed
so that the device was in Its nominal state, the voltage across it was still

-~ above the breakdown voltage so that some of the current could have flowed
through the FET being tested. This altered the test conditions and may also

*have caused thermal changes In breakdown voltage. Although the data
* collected after a device failed in this manner was Invalid, the data that was

collected before a device's breakdown voltage dropped below the nominally
* applied voltage was valid; therefore, In the two or three cases where this

- occured, there were still pertinent results obtained.

Optical Microscope and Micronrobing
Manufacturers In the semiconductor business are not willing to release

much Information about their devices. According to Chuck Koehler, a sales
representative for Supertex Incorporated, there are very few differences
between the devices developed by different manufacturers. Therefore, if

- anything about the design of a FET Is known by a competitor, a company's
device can be duplicated rather easily. Since we needed to determine the type

-~ - of termination techniques used In each of the FETs we were testing, and since
* that is considered proprietary information bt the manufacturers, we had to

develop a way of determining the type of termination techniques used in each
device.

To do this I opened the case of each FET type and inspected the device
through an optical microscope. In some cases, when I had determined that
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the termination Included field plates, It was necessary to determine it the
plates were floating (not electrically connected to another part of the FET) or

if they were connected to the source or the gate. To do this, I attached

resmblng miromterhandle. I then connected the microprobes to an
ohmmter.Using the vernier handles to move the probes and a microscope to

see the device, I positioned the microprobes so that one was in ohmic contact
with the field ring (0 verified this by touching the other probe to the field ring
at another location) and then connected the other probe to first the source
contact and then the gate contact. In this manner I was able to determine if
the field plates floated or not.



CHAPTER 7

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The original purpose of this research was to verify the effect of the
radiation on the breakdown voltage In p-channel VD MOSFETs. It was our
Intention to use n-channel devices to verify the test procedure and compare
our results with those obtained by Benedetto and Blackburn. We also intended
to test a new very-high-voltage n-channel device to see If the earlier
research was valid In this regime.

As I will discuss later, during the verification phase of the experiment we
noticed some variations in the plots of VBD versus dose In the n-channel
devices that had not been reported earlier. This, coupled with other
characteristics we noticed later, encouraged us to further Investigate the
effects in n-channel devices using our "Improved" test procedure. Therefore,
I will first present the results we obtained from the n-channel devices and
then proceed to the p-channel results. The characteristics of the devices we
tested are listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Characteristics of Devices Tested

Number of Rated
SDevice Units Tested Iyv Vlage Manufacturer Term

1 3 N 150 A F Plate
2 9 N 400 B F Ring & F Plate
3 3 N 350 C F Ring
4 3 N 450 C F Ring
5 2 N 500 D F Ring
6 2 N 1000 E F Ring
7 2 P 150 B F Ring
8 2 P 200 B F Ring
9 3 P 350 C F Ring

10 3 P 450 C F Plate & JTE

11 3 P 350 C JTE

,.-..
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N-Channel Results
The first device I tested was a 150V n-channel VD MOSFET. The Initial data

showed a decrease in breakdown voltage and then a partial recovery which
agreed very well with the model proposed by Benedetto and Blackburn. Above
about 150 krad(SI) though, the data revealed some 'second order* structure
that had not been reported by earlier investigators (see Figure 24), probably
because most experiments collected far less data for each device. The
decrease in VBD, followed by a second recovery was extremely interesting
since it was the first clue that there may be other phenomena contributing to
the change besides the oxide trapped charge and interface states.
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Figure 24: The Change in Breakdown Voltage During Gamma Irradiation

The results for Device 2 were inconclusive because the data varied
significantly from unit to unit. After testing about 10 devices though (by far

the most of any type we tested), the most frequent results were similar to
those in Figure 25. This device had a combination of field plates and field
rings for terminations. It was our first experience with the use of a hybrid

technique: mixing more than one termination type. We later found that hybrid
techniques were used frequently by manufacturers.

. I._~~* .4.a
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Figure 25: Breakdown Voltage Change with Increasing Dose In a 350V N-Channel

During the investigation to determine what could cause the erratic behavior
~ a.,between the different units when most other types of FETs were at least

similar and frequently identical from unit to unit, we found that
manufacturers occasionally change the termination technique used In a device
from one batch to the next. For Instance, someone may think that Including a
junction termination extension In a device that previously had only field plates
may improve the breakdown voltage without Increasing the cost drastically.
In the next batch of devices that company makes, they may use ion
Implantation to Include a JTE in the FET. Just as the companies are not
Inclined to disclose the type of termination they use In the first place, they
also fall to tell circuit designers that they have modified the design of the FET.

% If, at some time later, the engineer that suggested the JTE feels that the
Improvement he expected was not attained, the termination technique used In
the next batch may be the original one, or It may be another test to see If the
product can be improved.

The problem with this 'experimentation' by the manufacturers is that, as
a' we will show In greater detail later, the magnitude and type of effect that

4 radiation has on breakdown voltage Is greatly dependent on the type of
termination used In the device, as well as many other aspects of the
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manufacturing process. If the device Is tested and found to be satisfactory
for use in a space satellite and at sometime later the manufacturing process
is changed, even slightly, the device may no longer be acceptable in that
application, but it is likely that no one knows of the change.

The next two devices tested were high voltage (350V and 450V respectively)
n-channel device which had a lower power rating and used field rings as the
termination technique. These two devices were very Interesting because they

S were made by the same manufacturer, used the same field termination
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Figure 26: Breakdown Voltage of Two N-Channel FETs With Field Rings

devices, and yet had drastically different test results. As you can see in
Figure 26, VBD for the 350V device increased slightly during the irradiation; a
result completely unexplainable with the earlier model. Although the increase

-. was small, the result shows that there is no simple explanation for the effect
, of radiation on a device's breakdown voltage. The results of the 450V FET

were more like the results forcasted by Benedetto's model; that is, the voltage

decreased throughout the irradiation.

The next type of FET we tested was another device which responded like

Benedetto had proposed after about a 20 krad dose had been accumulated;

V .
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however, it included an Increase in VBD initially which was not a part of

Benedetto's model (see figure 27).
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Figure 27: Breakdown Voltage of a 500V N-Channel FET

You may recall from the chapter on terminations that my analysis Indicated

that devices which use field rings could either Increase or decrease In VBD

depending on whether the field rings were optimally located. The results of

this experiment tend to verify those findings.

VThe sixth n-channel device tested was a very-high-voltage device. This

device used field rings for for field termination and had a manufacturers
rated breakdown of 1000V. As you can see In Figure 28, the breakdown

voltage of this FET decreased by one-half its manufacturers rating during the

test. Although it is not shown in this figure, the starting value of this FET was

approximately 1 lOOV so that the final value was slightly greater than 500V. We

never determined if this device would recover at higher doses; however,

whether or not it would is not important since total circuit failure is virtually

Inevitable. Although this is the largest change we noted in any of our

experiments, we observed almost as large a fractional change In the first

p-channel FET we tested.
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Figure 28: Results of Irradiating a Very-High-Voltage N-Channel Device

P-Channel Results
The n-channel experiments revealed information that indicated several

weak points in Benedetto's model; however, the primary goal of this research
was to Investigate the effect of Ionizing radiation on p-channel FETS. Since
high-voltage p-channel FETs are a new development, no one had Investigated

the effect of radiation on them yet. We had some difficulty obtaining parts to
test since, being a new development, p-channel power MOSFETs are not widely

used. After obtaining four types of p-channel FETs we modified the test set to
accept p-channel devices and began testing. By the luck of the draw, the first

p-channel device we tested was In many ways the most interesting of all.

The first p-channel device was rated at 450V and used a narrow field plate

and a JTE for field termination. Although we expected the device to increase
in breakdown voltage with Increasing dose, it promptly decreased from a little

above 550V to 510V then rapidly recovered to slightly above the original value
as shown in Figure 29. It then decreased slightly and then started increasing

with increasing dose. We were surprised by these results. In fact, it is
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Figure 29: Change in P-Channel Breakdown Voltage During Gamma Irradiation

possible that the maximum change in breakdown voltage was greater than the

maximum value shown above. The reason Is that we expected more gradual

changes and were making measurements about every 2500 rad(Si). The next

time we tested this device type we made more frequent measurements and
observed about a 125V change In breakdown voltage (see figure 30).
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Figure 30: Change In P-Channel Breakdown Voltage During Gamma Irradiation
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These results are significant for several reasons. Some n-channel results
indicated that the mechanisms which cause the change In breakdown voltage

are more complicated than those proposed earlier. This was, however, the

first time we had obtained data that was contrary to what had been proposed.
Second, but far more Important, Is that many designers expect any significant

changes In breakdown voltage to occur after exposures over about 50
krad(SI). Therefore, It Is possible that devices would not be tested at such
low levels. Thus based on current expectations of radiation damage. If the

devices had been tested at this dose level and had been tested using what I

called a *typical procedure, It is possible that the prompt drop in breakdown
voltage would have been missed. Finally, this shows that circuits which are

exposed to relatively low doses of Ionizing radiation may be susceptible to

radiation damage.

The next device tested was made by the same manufacturer but used field

ring field terminations. The results for this device epitomized those
anticipated by Benedetto's model. The breakdown voltage of the device

increased with Increasing dose, although it was beginning to decrease at the

end of the experiment as shown in Figure 31. This is In agreement with the

6
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Figure 31: Change in Breakdown Voltage of a Moderate Voltage P-Channel FET
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analysis of field rings presented in the chapter on terminations. The increase

Is a result of the radiation Improving the optimization of the field ring. When
the ring is optimized, further irradiation causes the breakdown voltage to

decrease.

Another device of the same type provided even further verification of the

behavior I expected In field ring devices. Notice In Figure 32 that the
breakdown voltage first Increases, then decreases, and then Increases again.
This behavior can be attributed to the fact that this device has several field
rings. At the beginning of the Irradiation, increasing gamma dose improves

the performance of one of the rings, and then, after obtaining the optimum for
that ring, the breakdown begins decreasing with Increasing dose. At some
point, about 50 krads In Figure 3Z, the optimization of another ring begins to
Influence the breakdown voltage change. This Is reasonable, In fact expected,

since there is no reason to believe that It would take the same amount of

radiation to optimize all of the field rings.

8
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Figure 32: Results for Another Moderate Voltage P-Channel FET
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Another important feature depicted in these two figures (31 and 32) is that

for lower voltage devices, the change in breakdown voltage Is less than the

changes found In higher voltage devices. This Is because the termination

technique is not providing as much Improvement In lower voltage devices;
therefore, the results of removing the termination Is not as severe. This

feature was also noted In the next device tested.

The last device was a low voltage p-channel MOSFET which used field rings

for electric field termination (see Figure 33). Note that the correspondence

between low voltage rating and small change in breakdown voltage Is shown.
In order for results to agree with the field ring analysis though, the

breakdown voltage would have to start decreasing. The other experiments
indicate that it is unlikely that that there would be any significant changes in

- the character of the results above 500 krads.
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Figure 33: Change In Breakdown Voltage for Low Voltage P-Channel MOSFET
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS

The original purpose of this experiment was to evaluate the model
presented by Benedetto for radiation-induced change In VBD for p-channel
MOSFETs. Benedetto had proposed that the VBD changes were determined by
the type of termination used in the device and that one could expect an
increase in breakdown voltage for p-channel devices. I found that this model
could not account for the observed behavior; however, the differences could

usually be attributed to differences in the type of field terminations.

The analysis of field termination theory indicates that there is a maximum

VBD that can be obtained by using any field termination. That maximum is
roughly twice the YBD of the same device without any terminations. The

maximum affect of radiation Is to cancel the effect of the termination,
therefore the maximum change In VBD one would expect to see would be a
decrease to one-half the original value. That result was observed In Device 5

(see Table 1).

The termination theory also Indicates that the termination technique plays a
much more important role In higher voltage devices. That Is, the in VBD
improvement caused by using the termination technique is greater in

*high-voltage devices than it is in low-voltage devices. Thus one would expect
*' the amount of change in VBD to increase with increasing voltage ratings. That

tendency was also observed; thus the theory presented in earlier chapters is

born out by the results of the experiments. This indicates that In low voltage
devices, regardless of the type of termination is used, the radiation- induced
changes in YBD will be small.

The field termination theory indicates that in p-channel devices one can
expect either an increase in VBD depending on the type of termination used.
The results indicate that p-channel devices which use only field plate
terminations and have a pure field oxide will generally show an Increase In VB.

V - .'
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The p-channel MOSFETs which only use only junction termination extensions

and have high-quality oxides will generally exhibit a decrease in VBD with
. increasing dose. In all cases, larger decreases were observed in higher

voltage devices.

Experiments on both n- and p-channel devices with field ring terminations

showed that there is no way to predict the low dose effects on VBD. This is

because of the results of Irradiating the device will strongly depend on how
well the field rings had been optimized. Since the level of optimization

depends on how accurately the rings are located and since the location of the

rings is an extremely difficult parameter to calculate, frequently irradiation

Improves the effect of the rings, thereby Improving the breakdown voltage.
After exposure to a large dose, field ring terminated devices usually exhibit a

decrease In VBD.

N-channel devices with either field plates or JTEs will generally decrease in

breakdown voltage. Devices with field plate terminations will generally

decrease and then show some recovery toward the original VBD values without

a' ever achieving complete recovery. Units using only a JTE for termination will

always decrease In VBD. In general, field rings seem to show the smallest

change In intermediate voltage devices. The problem with these 'models' Is

that frequently manufacturers include two termination types in a device so
that none of the "simple models* accurately predict the results of irradiation.

Another Important point revealed In this research Is the existence of
second order effects which are not covered by the field termination theory.

Subsequent literature research indicates that other device features,
especially characteristics of the oxide covering the field region of the device,
can have an Impact on breakdown voltage. It is reasonable to assume that

these features also modify the device response to radiation; however, further

research is required in this area.

The experimental results also pointed out the need for measurements of

VBD at frequent dose intervals as done In the experiments in this research. It

-p. f& 22.,2'.' :. .,_' -.. ' ...." ,,.-". .;.'s ....,,I',.'".
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Is easy to see in the results reported in the last chapter that by measuring
several devices of the same type at only a few dose levels and then averaging
the results for each device, many significant characteristics of the device can
be lost. By taking data points at frequent dose intervals, each data set can be
analyzed independently without introducing significant error. This allows
analysis of the types of changes observed in the 450V p-channel device which

* would be lost if the results had been averaged together. The large number of
data points will also point out the rapid changes and recovery observed in that
device. Without the frequent measurements, these types of changes could be
completely missed.
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APPENDIX A

COOLDOWN
A PASCAL PRO6RAM TO EVALUATE MOSFET BREAKDOWN VOLTA6E

The COOLDOWN program was designed and written to operate the test

equipment and record the data necessary to evaluate the effect of radiation on

the breakdown voltage of power MOSFETs. COOLDOWN, a new version of the

original program FETRAD which was also developed for this research project,

added the ability to measure the effect of annealing on the breakdown voltage.

,. In addition, a copy of the FORTRAN program RERITE, a program to convert the

COOLDOWN output into an Input for the commercial program Cricket Graph, is

included.

The flow chart for the main program is on page 64 and the flow charts for

the major procedures (subroutines) are on page 65. The source code for the
COOLDOWN program starts on page 66 and RERITE begins on page 73.
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'lske-Messurement

Send message to Pulse
generator to set output to

GeL-Data -3. volts (Open 02)

d..do=Dose-..rate' *...time Sedmessage to DVM to

Cbse+ d-bsesample

Sedmessage to Pulse
time, L..time, d...- e eeatrt stotptt

-35volts (Open 02)

.1 Read DVM

kount = kount. 1
Return

kount=*? NoGet-Time

Write OgeLtme(External Procedure

Linefeed to nleI

L-ew...-time-hour' 3600.
old-ime- no-tie F mln*60.secehund/ 100

*d...time -0. 1

I Ltime -new-ime-old-ime

Return
2 Return
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PROGFMI coo I down

( PROGRMA: COOLDO(.t1 ( A modified version of FETRRD )
WRITTEN BY: Bob Pugh
OFI'IE: I FEB 198

, The CCDOU)OIN version of FETRF1D performs the norsal FETRRD functions
described below and also allows the test to continue after the
irradiation has been terminated to measure the effects of 'room
temperature" anneal ing.

PROGRI" FETRAO
WRITTEN BY: Bob Pugh
ORTE: 14 DEC 19%

This proam runs an experiment to measure the cwg in k-mkdown
voltage of power MOSFETS as they we irradiated in a Cimmacell. It
runs on an 111 PC with an IEEE 488 bus card installed. The PC is

connected via the bus to an HP 8112 Pulse Generator and a Keithely
175/197 DUM. The program changes the output state on the pulse
generator, samples the DUl, returns the pulse generator output to
its nominal state, calculates the dose increment for the measurement
period, calculates the total dose, and writes all the pertinent data
to a disk file. The proga uses several non-standard external

S.,' subroutines.

COIIST
space
colon =
fgn-dr= '4' ;

fi le..name string[ 15J;
fet-data text;
interval real;
dose-rate, max-dose • real;
dose, d-dase, updown real;
dvmeout real;
i, kount " integer;
msg, crlf string;
time, date • string;
d.tim,e.time, f.time real; { delta, elapse, and first times)
old-time, new-time real;
c-..time, coolIdow •n real;
dummy "string;

EXTERNIA PROCEDURE bus.on;
EXTEIWW. PROCEDURFE bus-.off;
EXTERrA. PROCEDUF rEmote( adr : string);

SEXTERn:L PROCEDIRE local( aor : string);
EXTER4RL PROCEIJRE dev-clr( adr string);
EXTERIAL PROCEDUE send.str( adr, msg string);
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EXTE]ML PFRCEOLFE recv-str( ad : string; var mzg : string);
EXTERIW. PPOCEIURE trigger( adr : string);
EXTERfIAL PROCE setterminators( tem : string);
EXTERAIL PROCEDURE gettime( LR hour, min, sec, hund : integer);
EXTENA. PROCEDUFE kgetdate( VA month, day, year integer);
EXTERNAL PROCEDLIE 1h i t;
EXTERNAL PROCEDIRE num-to-str( r:real; format:char; dee: integer; VA

x:string);
EXTERNAL FUNCTION srq.status:boolem;
EXTEFIA. FUICTION str.to.-real( g : string) real;

PROCEDURE intro;

f.name "string[gi;
drive "strinc[2);

BEGIN
witeln(' This progam is designed to operat an experiment to );
writeln(' measure the effects of gamma radiation on Poser fOSFETS');
writeln(' Before the experiment can begin, you must provide the );
writeln(" experimental parameters. ');
writein;
writeln;
write(' First, enter the name of the output data file: );
read (f name);
writein;
write (* Which drive do you want that file written to: );
read (dive);
writein;
fi lenam concat (drive, colon, f.rname, '.OT'
Site Next, enter the up-down dose for this experiment (in ROS)

read (updow);
wri teln;
write (* Now enter the dose rate the FET fill receive (in PRDS/SEC):

read (dose-rate);
writwin;
write( ' This time enter the time interval between measurements (in
SE): ');

read ( interval);
writeln;
write (' Enter the total dose target (in RADS): );
read ( max-dose);
wri teln;
write (' Finally, enter the cool down time (in seconds): );
read (cool-down);
writ ein;
verify;

EM, (intro)

e S
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BEG III

or'i to In
or i to I;
or itoeIn;
.- i teln( Is the fol lowing data corrsct?);
wr itoeIn;
wri teln( OUTPUT F ILEWE: ,f ilIe-.name);
writeln( IlP-0Ol1 DOSE: ,up-.doen:5: I, rods');
writelnC DOSE RATE: '.dose...rte:6:1,'

rods/sec')

writelnC F I HL DOSE: ,max..dose:?7:O,. rods);
writeln( COOL 00191 TIME: ,cool-,.doen:7:O,' sec*);
writein;
wr itel n;
writeC EnterYaorf- );

reodl(dummy);-
writein;
IF ( OLNIIY1I <> 'Y) ad MDII I (> 'y)then intro;

POEDJRE open-.f iI e;
* BEGIN

ass i g(fe tdata, f iI e..nne
tow ite(fet-.data);
if ioresult z 255 then

BEG IN
or itelInW There was ona eror open ing the output f ilIe. PFOGI

ABIMTED!!)
@hit

END

PROCEDIRE hewader
we BEGIN

get-date;
get-time;
uritein (fet-.dota);
writeln (ftLdato);
writein (fet-.data,' RIES2LTS OF EXPEIMENT
f i I e..name );

mriteln (fet..aota);
writein (fet.4ato,' DATE , date);
wn teln (fet.data,' TIME: ,time);

writein (fet-.data);
ge t-4ata;
mritein (fet-.data, INITIAL (unirrodiated) BRERKOMOI LTAGE:

msg);
writeln (ft...ato);
writeln (fet.data, EXPER IMEKT PFAMITERS:)

y.%
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writein (fat-.dota,' UP-OOlil DOSE: , IP..0Ol*:5:1,*

eritein (fet..datc,' DOSE RATE: ,dose..rte:6:1,'

eritein (fat-data,' MERSUREMENT I HTEWRft: ,interv'al:4:0,'

eritein (fet-data,' TRGET DOSE: ,max..4ose: :0
* rads

eritein (feotot,' COLx 00181 TIME: ,cool4own:7:O,'

see')
w-itein (fat-.data);
uritein (fetdActo);
writeln < feLdo to,

mriteln (fat-data);
writein (fe-data, - TIME - -DOSE

ur its In (fet.dato,' CLOCK EVIFSE DELTA TOTAL

sri teln(fet.dato);
END); (header)

PROCEDURE i n it iaIi z..qu ip;

COt1ST

dumL..sq =-' S5M9 G I
fg...mSg - fl2,I.J,LO,CI,DO,PER 500 iIS,II 200 MS,HIL

5.0OYJ,L0L -3.57U'
BEGIN {f2,T 1,U4,bllDOSRM5.OU)

writelnC The progrom expects to be corrected to a Keithly DMI (A 10)

writeln( an WP 8112 Pulse Generator (A 4) via the OPIB. Ens.re all
the');

writeC equipment is properIly configured (turned on) then press
(RETUM,' );

readln( dumy ); writein; writein;
.1 busoan;

reeote( dvm..or);
rio( fg-adr);
crlf := conct(chv( 13),chr( 10));
set-teinotors(crlif);
dev...clr( fgn..ack);

insg :u concat(dvmms, crlf);
send..str( dvm.ach , dve..*sg);

* masg := conc t(fg...msg, crlf);
sed..tr( fgn...oc, msq);

ElfD; {initioliz..quip)

PROCEDUIRE ge t..a to;
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COIIST
nae 'JRFEBtrfrff"JALFCKsEPOCTHOyXC'c

day, month, yew integer;
tempi, tem2 string;

BEGI N
Oge-Acte(month, da.. yew');
nuAo..s tr (day, 'I ', 2, tem I);
temp2 Ucopy(names, 3*month-2, 3);

dote :* concot(templ,' ',temp2);

END; {geL-dote)

PROCEDURE get-time;
COIIST

sec-.per-.hour = 3600;
sec-.per..Ain z60;

hou.r, min, sec, hund :integer;
hour-.st,mirL-st,se...st :string;

BEGIN
O'gettime< hoka , min, see, heaid
rnu.time := (hou~r *sec4..erJxor) + (sn *s~ e .flj-n) + see +htud/100;
&..tim := neetime -old-.time;

IF (d..time (0) THEN

dl-time -ns.time + 2400 -old-time);

f..tim -e-.time;

e...time : ne....tim -time;

if (IeNgth(hour-.st) =1) then hour-.st := concat('O,hou.r.st);
nsm..to-.str(min, '1, 2, min-.st);
if (Iength(min..st) = 1) then min-.st w cc WtO',min-.st);
nma..to.str(sec, '1', 2, sec..st);

4. ~if (tength(sec..st) - 1) then sac-.st :=cont O',sc..st);
time :=concot(hou.a..st,colon,min-.st,colon,sec-.st);

END; (geL-time)

PROCEDURE get-..data;

VAR
ix integer;

temp..str string;

BEG IN
msg c oncat(CCO,crlf);
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for i :- 0 to 30000 do x :=i;
asg := concot(X, crlf);K sendl..str( dva....a, msg);'
for i :=0 to 25000 do x :-i;
msg := coneat(CCV,crlf);

se&.str ( fd...nb, esg);
teap.str :z copyj(asg, 1, lInqth(asg)-2);

I - dvmout := str...toreal(tmp-str);

PROCEDIE aalteaesreaen t;

CONtST
sp5 -

goeL-da to;
d..dos. := dose-.rate *d..tiam
dose :=dose + d..dose;
ml teln(feL-data,sp5, tim,sp5,e...time:7: 1,sp3,d..dose::2,sp5,dose:7:0,

sp3,dvo-.out:7:2),
wl taln(sp5, tim,sp5,e..tiae:?: 1,sp3,d..dos:6:2,sp5,dose:7:0,

kount :=kou*nt + 1;
if kouznt >I= 5 then

BEG IN
wrateln(fet-data);
writeirt;
kourit :- 0;

EMD;
old-.time :=ne..time;
d...time :=0.1;

END; (mcie-..masurementU

PROCEDIJE a I I -.done;
BEGIM

local (dvaa);

CLOSE (fettoa, i;
if (i (> 0) then writelnC THERE WM ASM1 EFMR CLOSING THE OUTPUT

FILE!!!);
END;

BEGIN
ntro;
writeln(' No. that we have the necessary~ info, the experiment gill
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beg iIn.

open.f i I e;
initial iz...aquip;
!made~

- witeln( Press <RFETIRI) when the device is at the bottom of the eelI.')
koun t 0O;
dose up-d n/.0;
old-..time :- MIMI;
rwW In ( dummy;
get..t Am,

d...time -0,

f-tew..-time;

IF (d..time <- 0 ) or (d...time >- interval) THEN
make...easiximet

-'a. -ELSE

get..time
UNTIL (dose >- max-d4ose);

IF (cool-down ) 0.0 ) THENI
BEG IN

ge tt ime;
C..time :2 e..time;

P interval :cool-..down 100;
dose-.rate :0.0;

REPEAT
A IF (d..time >= interva) THEN

a" mc*kemeasrment
ELSE

get-t im
UNKTIL ((&-time - time) >= cool..dowI)

END (IF~)

all...one;
END. (cooldown)

4 .1111 1i111 1 J ,
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PROGRM RERITE
C
C This program reads an output file from the C$XLDOWt program and
C converts it to an input file for Cricket Graph. This program

* C is written to run on a Mocintosh Plus. A Cricket input
. C fi le must have the data columns separated by TAB characters.

C The only data from COOLDOJ used are the elapse time, the total
C dose, and the CMI reading.
C

OIARACTER STRIII0*80, TAB, FI4tE9, AiS
TFB=CHRR(g)

- 4 FORAT(AI)
5 FOfIT(15X,FIO.1,20X,F7.0,8X,F7.2)
6 FORITIOX,F1O. 1,R1,F7 ,R,F7.2)

. 7 FOW'AT(R20)
8 FORMAT(' ENTER INPUT FILEIWFIE)
9 FORMRT(' ETER OUTPUT FILEHIWE

C
C Enter input file name and open file
C

10 bRITE(*,8)
REA(*, 7) FHAME
OPEN (LIIT=2,STRTUS='OLD ,FILE=FMrlE)

N, C Enter output file nm and open file
-I!- Cii ~ WIlTE(*, g)

REAO(*,7) FMAIE
CPEH (UNIT=3,STRTUS='IEW',FILE=FHtE)

C
" C First 23 lines of COOLDOI file is the header; therefore skip overr C

DO 20 1=1,23
RERD(2,7) STRING

20 CONT INUE
WRITE(*,7)' Working...'

C
C Read input file and write to output file. Repeat for five lines
C skip blank line and jump back to do loop. Repeat until end of file
C

25 DO 30 1=1,5
REAO(2,5,END=35) X1, X2, X3
WRITE(3,6) X1,TRB,X2,TAB,X3

30 CONTINUE
RERO(2,7,EID=35) STRING
GO TO 25

V C
C Find out if user wants to run another input file
C

35 WRITE(*,*)* Would you like to process another file (Yt)?'
RERX(*, 4) RMS
IF((RIIS.EQ. 'Y' ).OR.(RMS.EQ. 'y)) GOTO 10

S.STOP
END

4/

,4
,p



APPENDIX B

A REPRESENTATIVE DATA FILE

This Appendix contains one data file which shows the form and content of a

result file from one experiment. It Is from an experiment on a device type 1

(see Table 1, page 48).
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RESULTS OF EXPERIIENT C: 1R241_1.OT

DATE: 27 JAN 1986
TIlE: 09:12:47

INITIAL (unir odiated) BREAKDOI UOLTAGE: +0.23780E+3

EXPERIIET PARAMETERS:

UP-DOI DOSE. 408.0 rods
DOSE RATE 80.6 rods/sec
MEASUREMENT I MTERTL: 25. sec

TARGET DOSE: 500000. rods

----------------------------------=-- --------------

TIME ---- DOSE -- D M
CLOCK ELAPSE DELTA TOTAL READ I MG

09:13:11 0.0 0.00 204. 237.75
09 13:36 25.0 2018.22 2222. 235.79
09 14:01 50.1 2019.03 4241. 230.85
0914:26 75.1 2018.22 6259. 226.97
09 14.51 100.2 2019.03 8279. 223.77

09 15:16 125.2 2019.03 10298. 220.99
09:15:41 150.3 2018.22 12316. 218.50
09 16:06 175.3 2019.03 14335. 215.22
0916:31 200.4 2023.06 16358. 214.13
0916:56 225.5 2018.22 18376. 212.18

09 17:21 250.5 2015.00 20391. 210.41
09:17:46 275.5 2018.22 22409. 208.87
09: 18:11 300.5 2019.03 24428. 207.72

:09 18:36 325.6 2018.22 26447. 207.13
09:19:01 350.6 2015.00 28462. 207.04

09:19:26 375.6 2018.22 30480. 207.29
09:19:51 400-7 2019.03 32499. 207.73
09:20:17 425.7 2018.22 34517. 208.26
09:20:42 450.8 2019.03 36536. 208.96
09.21:07 475.8 2019.03 38555. 209.44

09.21 32 500.9 2018.22 40573. 210.06
09 21.57 525.9 2019.03 42592. 210.67
09:22:22 551.0 2018.22 44611. 211.27
09:22:47 578.0 2019.03 46630. 211.87
09:23:12 601.0 2019.03 48649. 212.48

- ' ,r" ~~4- " le f - r ," " . , " . o " - . " r " ," 4 " . " . " " o . .
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09:23:37 826.1 2018.22 50667. 213.06
09:24:02 651.1 2019.03 5268M 213.66
09:24:27 676.2 2018.22 54704. 214.18
09:2452 701.2 2019.03 56723. 214.72
09 :25 17 726.3 2019 03 58742. 215.24

09:242 751.3 2018.22 60760. 215.77
09:26:07 776.4 2019.03 62779. 216.27

09:26:57 826.5 2019.03 6817. 217.23
0927:22 851.5 2019.03 68836. 217.66

09:27:47 876.6 2023.06 70859. 218.09
09:28:12 901.6 2018.22 72877. 218.52
09:28:38 926.7 2019.03 7489. 218.9209:29:03 951.7 2018.22 76914. 219.32
09:29:28 976.7 2015.00 78929 219.69

09:29:53 1001.8 2023.06 80952. 220.06
09.30 18 1026.9 2023.06 82975. 220.43
09 30: 43 1052.0 2018.22 84994. 220.77
09:31:08 1077.0 2019.03 87013. 221.11
09.3133 1102.1 2019.03 89032. 221.44

09:31:58 1127.1 2018.22 91050. 221.78
09:32 23 1152.2 2019.03 93069. 222.06
09:32:48 1177.2 2018.22 95087. 222.35
09:33 13 1202.3 2019.03 97106. 222.64
09:33:38 1227.3 2019.03 99125. 222.93

09:34:03 1252.3 2018.22 101143. 223.19
09:34: 28 1277.5 2023.06 103166. 223.44
09:34:53 1302.5 2019.03 105185. 223.69
09:35:18 1327.5 2018.22 107204. 223.95
09:35:43 1352.5 2015.00 109219. 224.18

09:36:08 1377.6 2018.22 111237. 224.41
• 09-36:33 1402.6 2019.03 113256. 224.67

09:35:58 1427.7 2018.22 115274. 224.88
09:37:23 1452.7 2015.00 117289. 225.09
09:37:49 1477.7 2018.22 119307. 225.28

09:38 14 1502.8 2023.06 121330. 225.49
09:38:39 1527.9 2019.03 123350. 225.66
09:39:04 1553.0 2023.08 125373. 225.87
09:39:29 1578.0 2019.03 127392. 226.06
09.39:54 1803.0 2018.22 129410. 228.24

09:40:19 1628.1 2019.03 131429. 225.42
09:40:44 1653.1 2018.22 133447. 226.62
09:41:09 1678.2 2019.03 135488. 228.76
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09 41:34 1703.3 2023.06 137489. 226.93
09:41.59 1728.3 2019.03 139508. 227.09

09 42-24 1753 4 2018.22 141526. 227.26
09:42.49 1778.4 2019.03 143545. 227.40
09:43:14 1803.5 2018.22 145564. 227.50
09:43:39 1828.5 2019.03 147583. 227.55
09:44:04 1853,6 2019.03 149602. 227.58

09:44:29 1878.6 2018.22 151620. 227.56
09:44:54 1903.7 2019.03 153639. 227.56
09:45 ' 20 1928.7 2018.22 155657. 227.52
09:45:45 1953 7 2015.00 157672. 227.45
09:46:10 1978.7 2018.22 159690. 227.35

09: 46 :35 2003.8 2019.03 16I709. 227.23
09:47:00 2028.8 2018.22 163728. 227.10
09: 47: 25 2053.9 2019. 03 165747. 227.00
09:47:50 2079.0 2023.06 167770. 226.88
09:48. 15 2104.0 2019.03 109789. 226.77

09:48:40 2129.1 2018.22 171807. 226.66
09:49:05 2154.1 2019.03 173826. 226.58

09.49:30 2179.2 2018.22 175844. 226.46
09:49:55 2204.2 2015.00 177859. 226.35
09:50:20 2229.2 2018.22 179878. 226.27

09-50:45 2254.3 2019.03 181897. 226.17
09:51:10 2279.3 2018.22 183915. 226.08
09:51:35 2304.3 2019.03 185934. 226.01
09:52:00 2329.4 2019.03 187953. 225.92
09:52:25 2354.4 2018.22 189971. 225.85

09:52:50 2379.5 2019.03 191990. 225.78
09:53 15 2404.5 2018.22 194008. 225.71
09 53 :40 2429.5 2015.00 196023. 225.65
09:54:05 2454.6 2018.22 198042. 225.60
09:54:30 2479.6 2019.03 200061. 225.55

09-54:55 2504.6 2018.22 202079. 225.50
" "1 09:55:21 2529.7 2019.03 204098. 225.47

09:55:46 2554.8 2019.03 206117. 225.44
09:56: II 2579.8 2018.22 208135. 225.41
09:56:36 2504.8 2019.03 210154. 225.38

09:57-01 2629.9 2018.22 212172. 225.35
09:57:26 2654.9 2019.03 214191. 225.34K 09:57:51 2680.0 2019.03 216210. 225.34

09:58:16 2705.0 2018.22 218229. 225.33
09:58:41 2730.1 2019.03 220248. 225.33

09:59:06 2755.1 2018.22 222256. 225.33
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09:59:31 2780.2 2019.03 224285 22534
0959. 56 2805 3 2023.06 228308. 225.34

0: 100021 2830.3 2019.03 228327. 225.36
10.00.48 2855 3 2018.22 230345. 225.37

10:01:11 2880.4 2019 03 232364. 225.39
10:01:36 2905.4 2018.22 234382. 225.41
10.02.01 2930.4 2015.00 236397. 225.45
10:02:26 295 5 2018.22 238416. 225.4710:02:51 29W .5 2019-03 240435. 225.50

10:03:15 3005.8 2018.22 242453. 225.54
10:03:41 3030.5 201903 244472. 225.57
10:040 3055. 2019.03 246491. 225.80
10:04:32 3080.7 2018.22 248508. 225.64
10:04.57 3105.8 2019.03 250528. 225.58

10:05:22 3130.8 2018.22 282549. 225.73
10:0547 31M.8 2019.03 254566. 225.76
10:0612 3180.9 2019.03 256585. 225.81;"""10:05:37 3206.0 2023.06 25860. 225.86

10:07:02 3231.0 2018.22 26062 . 225.92
" 10-0:O?:27 3256.1 2023. 0 26254g. 225.96

10:07:52 3291 .2 2019.03 254668. 226.01
,10:08 *17 3306.2 2019.03 26M67. 226.06
.,10:08:42 3331.3 2018.22 268"705. 226. 11

10:09:07 3356.3 2019.03 270724. 226.15

10:09:32 3381.4 2018.22 272742. 226.21
10:09:57 3406.4 2015.00 274757. 226.27
10.10:22 3431.4 2018.22 27677. 228.31
1010: 47 3456.5 2019.03 278795. 226.37
10.11:12 3481.5 2018.22 280813. 226.42

* 10:1137 350.5 2019.03 282832. 226.47
10:12:02 3531.6 2019.03 284851. 226.52
10:12:27 3556.5 2018.22 28699. 226.58
10:12:53 3581 7 2019.03 298888. 226.635 10:13:18 3B86.7 2018.22 290906. 226.8

10:13:43 3831.8 2023.05 292929. 228.73
10:14:08 3856.8 2015.00 294944. 226.79
10:14:33 3881. 2018.22 2983. 228.8410:14:58 3706.9 2019.03 298982. 228.89
10:15:23 3732.0 2018.22 301000. 228.95

10:15:48 3757.0 2019.03 303019. 227.01
10:15:13 3782.1 2019.03 30 227.05
10:18:38 3807.1 2018.22 307058. 227.11
10:17:03 3832.1 2019.03 309075. 227. 15
10:17:28 3857.2 2018.22 311094. 227.21i,, .;s- . .
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10:17:53 3882.2 2019.03 313113. 227.25
10 18:18 3907.3 2023.06 315136. 227.31
10:18 43 3932.4 2019.03 317155. 227.37
10: 19:08 3957.5 2023.06 319178. 227.42
10: 19:33 3982.5 2018.22 321190. 227.47

10 19:58 4007.6 201903 323215. 227.52
10:20:23 4032.? 2023.06 325238. 227.57
10:20:49 4057.7 2019.03 327257. 227.61
10:21- 14 4082.8 2018.22 329275. 227.66
10:21:39 4107.8 2019.03 331294. 227.71

10:22:04 4132.9 2018.22 333313, 227.75
10:22:29 4157.9 2015.00 335328. 227.79
10:22:54 4182.9 2018.22 337346. 227.85
10:23:19 4208.0 2019.03 339365. 227.90
10:23:44 4233.0 2018.22 341383. 227.94

10:24:09 4258.0 2019.03 343402. 227.98
10:24:34 4283. 1 2019.03 345421. 228.02
10:24:59 4308.1 2018.22 347439. 228.07

. 10:25:24 4333.2 2019.03 349458. 228.12
10:25:49 4358.3 2023. 0 351481. 228.16

10:26:14 4383.4 2023.0 353504. 228.21
10:26:39 4408.5 2023.06 355527. 228.25
10:27:04 4433.5 2019.03 357547. 228.29
10:27:29 4458.6 2018.22 359565, 228.34
10:27:54 4483.6 2019.03 361584. 228.37

10:28:19 4508.7 2018.22 303002 228.42
10:28:44 4533.? 2015.00 365617. 228.46
10:29 10 4558.7 2018.22 367635. 228.4910:29:35 4583.8 2019.03 369654 228.52
10:30:00 4808.8 2018.22 371072. 228.56

10:30:25 4633.8 2015.00 373087. 228.51
10:30:50 4658.8 2018.22 375706. 228.64
10:31:15 4683.9 2019.03 377725. 228.69
10:31:40 4708.9 2018.22 379743. 228.72
10:32:05 4734.0 2019.03 381762. 228.76

10:32:30 4759. 1 2023.05 383785. 228.80
10:32:55 4784.2 2023.06 385808. 229.83
10:33:20 4809.2 2019.03 387827. 228.86
10:33:45 4834.3 2018.22 389845. 228.9
10:34:10 4859.3 2019.03 391864. 228.94

10:34:35 4884.4 2019.03 393883. 228.96
10:35:00 4909.4 201822 395902. 229.01
10:35:25 4934.5 2019.03 397921. 229.03
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10:35:50 4959.5 2018.22 399939. 229.06
10:36:15 4984.5 2019.03 401958. 229. 0

10:36:40 5009.6 2019.03 403977. 229.14
10:37:05 5034.6 2018.22 405995. 229.17
10:37:30 5059.7 2019.03 408014. 229.19
10:37:56 5084.7 2018.22 410032. 229.23
10:38:21 5109.8 2019.03 412051. 229.26

10:38:46 5134.8 2019.03 414070. 229.28
10:39:11 5159.9 2018.22 419. 229.31
10:39:36 5184.9 2019.03 418108. 229.34
10:40:01 5210.0 2018.22 420126. 229.37
10:40:26 5235.0 2019.03 422145. 229.40

10:40:51 5260.0 2019.03 424164. 229.43
10:41:16 5285.1 20 8.22 426182. 229.46
10:41:41 5310.1 2019.03 428201. 229.49
10:42:06 5335.2 2018.22 430220. 229.51
10:42:31 5360.2 2019.03 432239. 229.54

10:42:56 5385.3 2023.06 434262. 229.56
10:43:21 5410.4 2019.03 436281. 229.59
10:43:46 5435.4 2018.22 438299. 229.61
10:44:11 5460.5 2019.03 440318. 229.64
10:44:36 5485.5 2018.22 442336. 229.66

10:45:01 5510.5 2015.00 444351. 229.69
10:45:26 553.5 2018.22 448309. 229.70
10:45:51 5560.6 2019.03 448388. 229.72
10:46:16 5585.6 2018.22 450407. 229.75
10:48:42 5610.7 2019.03 452426. 229.77

10:47:07 5635.7 2019.03 454445. 229.80
* 10:47:32 5680.8 2018.22 456463. 229.82

10:47:57 5685.8 2019.03 458482. 229.85
10:48:22 5710.9 2018.22 460500. 229.87
10:48:47 5735.9 2019.03 462519. 229.88

10:49:12 5761.0 2019.03 464538. 229.90
10:49:37 5786.0 2018.22 48556. 229.94
10:50:02 5811.1 2023.06 468579. 229.94
10:50:27 5836.2 2019.03 470598. 229.96
10:50:52 5861.2 2019.03 472618. 229.98

10:51:17 5886 .3 2018.22 474636. 229.99
10:51:42 5911.3 2019.03 476655. 230.02
10:52:07 5936.4 2023.06 478678. 230.04
10:52:32 5961.5 2023.06 480701. 230.05
10: 52:57 5986.6 2023.06 482724. 230.07

10:53:22 6011.6 2019.03 484743. 230. 10
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10:53:48 8036.7 2018.22 486761. 230.11
10:54:13 0061.? 2019.03 488780. 230.14
10:54:38 8086.8 2018.22 490798. 230.14
10:55 03 6111.8 2015.00 492813. 230.16

10:55:28 6136.8 2018.22 494832. 230.17
10:55:53 6181.9 2019.03 495851. 230.18
10:56:18 6185.9 2018.22 498869. 230.20
10:56:43 6212.0 2019.03 50088. 230.37
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